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10
Conclusions

At the start of this thesis we observed how one by one research disciplines are becom-
ing computationally more intensive as researchers seek to utilize the increasing amount
of data available. In some disciplines, e.g., the natural sciences, switching to computa-
tionally intensive methods occurs more naturally than in others because of the focus on
quantitative research methods and numerical data. In this thesis we focused on the devel-
opment and evaluation of information retrieval tools and algorithms to support research
in the humanities, where the research methodology is based on analytical, critical, and
interpretative approaches applied to records of human culture. In particular, we aimed
to address two challenges that humanities researchers face when dealing with large col-
lections of digital records: exploration and contextualization. With respect to supporting
exploration, we showed the utility of providing humanities researchers with information
retrieval tools that enable richer means of interaction, i.e., that enable making compar-
isons between alternative search topics and that allow switching between alternative ag-
gregated search displays. Regarding contextualization, we explored various algorithms
that given a particular concept of interest, i.e., event or entity, provide suggestions for
related concepts.

Below we first provide answers to the research questions posed in Chapter 1. Then in
the final section, we look at efforts to incorporate the prototypes of information retrieval
tools for exploration, developed in this thesis, in real world applications and future direc-
tions for the design and evaluation of tools that incorporate the algorithms developed for
contextualization.

10.1 Answers to the Research Questions
In the first part of the thesis, where we focused on exploration, the central questions we
addressed were: how do researchers in the humanities use existing information retrieval
tools to search for research material in digital collections and can information retrieval
tools with richer means of interaction be designed to provide better support for explo-
ration? We started by reviewing theoretical models of information behavior, empirical
models of the humanities research cycle, and information retrieval tools developed to
support humanities researchers in Chapter 2. We have found that the success or failure
of tools to support humanities researchers depends on how well they support existing
research practices as well as that research practices are changing due to technological
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developments and an increasing amount of available digital material. In order to gain
further insight in research practices in the humanities and how these practices may be
supported we have investigated a particular discipline within the humanities, i.e., media
studies, and asked:

RQ 1. What does the research process of media studies researchers look like?

We have developed a model of the media studies research cycle that captures how re-
search activities relate to changes in the research questions of media studies researchers.
A model with three phases emerged, i.e., the exploration phase, the contextualization
phase, and the presentation phase, as during a research project media studies researchers
transition from one set of activities to the next. The model shares similarities with mod-
els of the research cycle of other humanities researchers, which suggests that findings
for this group are potentially relevant for other humanities disciplines. Although these
models share similar stages and activities with our model of the media studies research
cycle, an important difference is that they do not describe how these stages influence the
research questions during the research cycle. The value of our model is that it makes the
sequences of activities and the gradual refinement of the research questions in the media
studies research cycle explicit. We have found that information gathering and analysis
activities are especially influential on research outcomes and result in additional ques-
tions or a changed perspective in the research questions of media studies researchers.
Reasons we have identified are that media studies researchers learn about the availability
of material, discover trends in the material or gain alternative views on a topic.

The observation that media studies researchers make these discoveries, i.e., that cer-
tain material is unavailable or that there are particular trends in the data, during later
stages of the research cycle gave rise to the two additional research questions that were
addressed in the first part of the thesis. One challenge that media studies researchers face
is to select suitable sources from which to gather material. We have investigated how
media studies students are supported by two versions of aggregated search display style,
i.e., tabbed and blended, during a research project. We asked:

RQ 2. How do master students conducting a media studies research project use alterna-
tive aggregated search result presentation methods?

We have followed a group of media studies master students during a four week research
project and observed that the use of the tabbed display is predominantly motivated by
a need to zoom in on specific sources. The majority of subjects, however, switched
between the tabbed and blended displays. As motivation to use the blended display
subjects noted a need to explore the content of the sources available to them. Subjects
switched between displays at different times. Some subjects first preferred to zoom in
on a specific source and later used the blended display to obtain an overview whenever a
new specific information need arose. Other subjects initially desired an overview of the
sort of information generally available in the sources, later the tabbed display was used
to zoom in on a particular source.

To investigate the factors that underly these changes in display preference we have
conducted a laboratory study. We recreated a multi-session search task composed of
three sub-tasks. The first sub-task was completed with a tabbed display, the remaining
sub-tasks with blended displays. One condition was manipulated by either providing
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three sub-tasks about the same topic or about three different topics. We have found that
a certain combination of factors, i.e., subjects’ search strategy and changes in formation
need across sub-tasks, negatively influences perceived usability of the blended display.
Two types of searchers emerged, i.e., one in which users explore a single source before
consulting other sources and one in which users gain an overview of several sources be-
fore focusing on a particular source. The results from both studies have showed that
subjects change display preference during a multi-session search task and suggest that
among the possible factors influencing subjects’ preferences are personal search strate-
gies and changes in information need.

Another observation from the analysis of the media studies research cycle concerns
the importance of discovering trends in the material and gaining alternative views on a
topic. To support this type of research activities we extended a traditional exploratory
search system design in two ways. First, we incorporated two side-by-side (subjunctive)
versions of an exploratory search interface in a single display so multiple queries can be
explored simultaneously. Second, we added visualizations that allow for contrasting and
comparing of characteristics of the result sets. We then asked:

RQ 3. Does the ability to make comparisons support media studies researchers in ex-
ploring a collection of television broadcast metadata descriptions?

We have conducted an experiment in which a group of media studies researchers used
either a standard version or a subjunctive version of an exploratory search interface to
explore a collection of documents for the purpose of developing a research question.
We have found that with the subjunctive interface media studies researchers are able to
formulate more queries and bookmark more diverse documents compared to a standard
exploratory search interface. With respect to the effect of the type of interface on the
research questions we have found that with both interfaces quality research questions
are formulated and we observed no differences in terms of originality, theoretical embed-
ding, and formulation quality of the research questions. In a qualitative analysis of the re-
search questions formulated by media studies researchers we have found some evidence
to suggest that the influence of the subjunctive interface is predominantly on the scope of
the research question. Specifically, users of the subjunctive interface incorporated more
views on a topic in their research question than users of the standard exploratory search
interface. In terms of usability, media studies researchers reported that the subjunctive
interface is intuitive and not difficult to use, suggesting that the additional complexity in
terms of features in the subjunctive interface does not reduce its usability.

Once a humanities researcher has established the focus of his/her research topic and gath-
ered an initial sample of material through exploration, the next challenge is to gather the
contextual information that is necessary for interpretation of the concepts and relation-
ships within the domain of the research topic. In the second part of the thesis we focused
on two approaches to support contextualization: (i) by generating links between mate-
rial based on related concepts; and (ii) by identifying related concepts directly. We have
reviewed existing methods to find related concepts in Chapter 6. To be able to compare
and build upon these methods we moved away from the user centered approach of the
first part of the thesis and adopted a system centered approach.

In this setting we have investigated a concept based contextualization method that
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automatically creates links between archival records from different institutions that cover
related or similar events. Specifically, we have defined the task of linking archives, i.e.,
given a representation of a record and its associated metadata from one archive (the
source archive), connect it to the representation of a record and its metadata in another
archive (the target archive), where that record describes the same event or a related event.
Given this task we asked:

RQ 4. How can we automatically generate links from a record in a newspaper archive
with a rich textual representation to records in a television archive that tend to have sparse
textual representations?

We have experimented with a retrieval approach to event linking and found that expand-
ing target archive records with records from other archives improves performance for
both same event linking and related event linking. Using records from the source archive
for expansion, however, was most effective. Additionally, we found that reducing the
number of terms in the source archive record representation is most effective for same
event linking. The reduced record representations were more robust to topic drift and
formed a better match for the short event descriptions in the target archive. Related event
linking also improved but not as much as with target archive record expansion. The
benefit for related event linkin, as obtained through expansion, stemmed from the rich
descriptions that covered more aspects of an event.

We then shifted our attention from finding related material based on events to identi-
fying related concepts directly based on relationships with concepts already identified as
relevant to a particular research topic. To this end, we have defined the example-based
entity finding task, i.e., find a group of target entities, that all have the same relationship
with a particular concept in common, given a number of examples. We have looked into
the benefits of using structured data in this entity-oriented search task and asked:

RQ 5. How can we exploit the structural information available in the Web of Data to find
a set of entities, that all have the same relationship with a particular concept in common,
based on a number of example entities?

We have found that depending on the number and quality of the examples, a structure-
based approach achieves comparable performance to a competitive text-based approach.
Through a per topic analysis, however, we found that each method returns different sets
of entities, motivating the use of a hybrid approach. We have performed an analysis of
the performance of two hybrid methods on repeated samples of example entities and rel-
evance judgements. Results showed that a standard linear combination approach is sub-
optimal when the set of examples and entities considered relevant changes. In contrast,
a hybrid method that uses example entities to determine whether to use a text-based,
structure-based, or linear combination approach, outperformed the linear combination
method.

Although structured data is effective in improving performance on an entity-oriented
search task, a limited number of relations are available in structured form. Therefore, we
have investigated the potential of unstructured data to find contextual information and de-
fined the related entity finding task, i.e., given a (source) entity, a free text description of
a relation, and the type of the (target) entities, finds related entities or which the specified
relationship with the source entity holds. We first turned to Wikipedia as a corpus which
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provides a middle ground between structured data and the noisy content on the web and
asked:

RQ 6A. How can we find related entities for which the specified relation with a given
source entity holds and that satisfy the target type constraint?

We have incrementally developed a pipeline architecture for a related entity finding sys-
tem and first investigated a relation modeling component based on co-occurrence. We
compared four measures for computing co-occurrence to identify a potential set of re-
lated entities and found that χ

2 performed best. An analysis showed that rankings of all
methods were polluted by entities of the wrong type. We added a filtering component and
found that even a basic category-based type filtering approach is very effective and that
the level of category expansion can be tuned towards precision or recall. Furthermore,
we have found that adding a relation modeling component based on context improves
both recall and precision by ensuring that source and target entities engage in the right
relation.

We then went beyond the relatively clean setting provided by Wikipedia and have
investigated the behavior of the pipeline developed above on a large web corpus. This
setting added the challenge of finding homepages for the surface forms of related entities
and so we asked:

RQ 6B. How can we find related entities and their homepages in a web corpus?

We have found that our related entity finding system is effective in addressing the re-
lated entity finding task on a web corpus and that using a larger corpus improves the
estimations of both co-occurrence and context based relation modeling components. We
added a homepage finding component to our related entity finding system and found that
our pipeline achieves decent precision and very high recall scores compared to other ap-
proaches on a community-based benchmark task. Finally, we have found that our models
can effectively incorporate additional heuristics that lead to state-of-the-art performance.

10.2 Future Work
The two main challenges that humanities researchers face when using large collections of
digital records in their research are exploration and contextualization. In the first part of
this thesis we have provided insights in how information retrieval tools can be improved
to better support humanitites researcher in exploring collections through richer interac-
tions. In the second part we have developed algorithms that support identifying contex-
tual information through relations between concepts. Here, we discuss these findings
in a broader perspective and highlight possible areas of application for the information
retrieval tools and algorithms developed in this thesis within the humanities.

Beyond media studies. In Chapter 3 we saw that the research cycle of media studies
researchers shares similarities with those of researchers in other humanities disciplines.
Historians, for example, share the need for exploration of collections of primary and sec-
ondary source materials across various institutions [321]. This suggests that the findings
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 may be applicable to a wider range of humanities researchers.
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The switching behavior observed in Chapter 4 suggests that alternative display op-
tions are necessary as researchers require a different presentation of results depending on
their personal search strategy, task, and the stage of the research project in which they are
engaged. These results may be used to inform the design of new archival information re-
trieval tools. Another future direction is to use this type of information to predict whether
a particular type of display method should be used for result presentation in response to
a query.

The ability to explore alternative topics and compare queries provided by the sub-
junctive interface introduced in Chapter 5 may be adjusted to support researchers in other
humanities disciplines as well. The specific type of comparison or visualization that is
potentially helpful to humanities researchers depends on the specific activities and data
studied within each discipline. For example, maps are often used in historical research
as they provide a view of the world at a certain time. One extension of the subjunctive
interface would be to enable comparison of the regions associated with certain search
results. Other disciplines require more in depth comparisons of a small set of records.
For example, researchers in comparative literature study word usage and patterns across
time periods, borders, and languages [206]. Another direction is to detect the sentiment
associated with search results in order to compare opinions expressed in records about a
topic. Such technology could support researchers in memory studies to detect changes in
cultural memory [373].

Uptake of tools. Several projects and follow up work is underway based on the work in
this thesis. We discuss three: AVResearcher, Quamerdes, and TROVe.

AVResearcher [174] is an implementation of the prototype developed in Chapter 5 by
the Dutch National Institute of Sound and Vision. It covers the same data, i.e., television
program metadata descriptions, expanded with subtitles and tweets. It is planned to be
released as an advanced search option next to the existing search interface of the archive.
The release of this tool in a real world setting provides a unique opportunity to log the
behavior of users with a subjunctive exploratory search interface in a naturalistic setting.
The analysis of these logs could yield new insights in how such an interface is used for
exploration and how its usability could be improved.

QuaMeRDES (Quantitative Content Analysis of Media Researchers’ Data1) is a project
that aims to develop a tool that enables quantitative content analysis of television and
newspaper records across various sources. It extends the work from Chapter 5 by in-
corporating additional sources and shifting the emphasis from exploration to analysis.
Users are able to define codes by specifying a set of keywords and several types of vi-
sualizations are available to compare occurrence counts of these codes, e.g., over time
or per genre. In this thesis we did not investigate tools to support analysis as several
tools exist that support this practice (cf. §2.3.3). The tight coupling between exploration,
information gathering and analysis in the research cycle of media studies researchers we
observed in Chapter 3, however, suggests the need for a tool that integrates support for
exploration, developing a sampling strategy, and analysis.

The goal of TROVe (Transmedia Observatory2) is to develop a tool that enables anal-
ysis of how news is spread through various types of media and entities. Instead of making

1http://www.clarin.nl/node/1404
2http://www.clariah.nl/trove/samenvatting
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comparisons within a single archive as we investigated in Chapter 5, it compares cover-
age of events across archives. TROVe allows media researchers to answer questions such
as who are the key players in a debate, how an event is covered by various media, or the
extent to which a media channel reaches its audience for a certain event.

The adoption and continued development of these tools is a sign of the need that exists
among humanities researchers to gain more insight in the digital collections that are now
available. Tools such as the ones described here are generally developed to operate on
a single (or a fixed set of) collection(s) and to provide a particular type of functionality,
e.g., visualization. One of the reasons is that in developing such tools for each collection
considerable preprocessing efforts are required to allow a tool to operate on the content,
as well as decisions about which fields to show, which to aggregate, and how to visualize
them. At the moment these decisions are made by the tool builders. A direction for
future work is to develop flexible and intuitive interfaces that enable adaptation of a tool
to requirements of a specific collection by humanities researchers.

Applications for algorithms. Examples of applications that show contextual informa-
tion are the more on this story feature on the BBC website that provides links to related
news events with each article3 or the biography information provided by Google’s knowl-
edge graph next to search results (cf. §6.3.3). These applications, however, depend on
manual editing, are limited to popular concepts, and restricted to a particular set of rela-
tions.

We have investigated algorithms that return related concepts for any type of relation
and regardless of popularity. We have found that methods are able to find relations be-
tween popular concepts and relations captured in structured data with high confidence.
Accurately discovering relations between infrequent concepts, however, remains chal-
lenging. The next step is to extend these methods to enable concept based contextual-
ization of the relative sparse occurring concepts in archival and library collections. One
extension to the event-based linking method developed in Chapter 7 is to investigate the
performance of linking to additional (news) archives. A natural extension of the work
in Chapter 8 and 9 is to combine the methods developed to operate on structured data
with the methods that use a web corpus to find related concepts. This could improve
performance on both the example based entity finding and related entity finding tasks by
combining evidence from multiple sources as well as support cases where relations are
not available in structured form.

One step further, when performance reaches a certain level of quality, is to incorpo-
rate these methods in tools and evaluate their usability and effectiveness in supporting
humanities researchers. Examples of applications are browsing concepts in archival col-
lections based on a particular relation, e.g., correspondence, or visualizing a timeline
of related and similar events covered in records from various archives given a record
describing a particular event.

Finally, although some parts have focused on media studies, the tools and methods
described in this thesis aim to support research practices of humanities researchers in
general, i.e., to contribute to the toolkit to support scholarly primitives (cf. §2.3.3) as
envisaged by Unsworth [336]. For example, the work in Chapters 4 and 5 supports

3http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-12313405
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10. Conclusions

primitives such as comparing, browsing, and probing, while the work in Chapters 7, 8, 9
has the potential to support primitives such as assembling and organizing. However, the
introduction of these new tools as well as new types of data that will become available
in the future are likely to again change the way humanities researchers work and the
questions they seek to answer. Insights from the work in this thesis may be used to
inform the design and evaluation of future tools to continually support new needs and
developments in the humanities.
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